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ABSTRACT

A growing number of genomic tools and databases
were developed to facilitate the interpretation of ge-
nomic variants, particularly in coding regions. How-
ever, these tools are separately available in differ-
ent online websites or databases, making it chal-
lenging for general clinicians, geneticists and biol-
ogists to obtain the first-hand information regard-
ing some particular variants and genes of interest.
Starting with coding regions and splice sties, we
artificially generated all possible single nucleotide
variants (n = 110 154 363) and cataloged all re-
ported insertion and deletions (n = 1 223 370). We
then annotated these variants with respect to func-
tional consequences from more than 60 genomic
data sources to develop a database, named Var-
Cards (http://varcards.biols.ac.cn/), by which users
can conveniently search, browse and annotate the
variant- and gene-level implications of given vari-
ants, including the following information: (i) func-
tional effects; (ii) functional consequences through
different in silico algorithms; (iii) allele frequencies
in different populations; (iv) disease- and phenotype-
related knowledge; (v) general meaningful gene-level
information; and (vi) drug–gene interactions. As a
case study, we successfully employed VarCards in
interpretation of de novo mutations in autism spec-
trum disorders. In conclusion, VarCards provides
an intuitive interface of necessary information for
researchers to prioritize candidate variations and
genes.

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has
resulted in a revolution in the rapid detection of large
amounts of sequence variants in the human genome (1).
Among NGS technologies, whole-exome sequencing is
probably the most commonly used for prioritizing candi-
date mutations and genes underlying Mendelian, complex
and undiagnosed genetic diseases as well as human cancers.
However, only a small subset of functionally relevant vari-
ants, particularly in coding regions, are potentially associ-
ated with a given disease (2). To better interpret human vari-
ants for identifying disease-causing variations, a growing
number of databases and tools have been successively de-
veloped (3). In addition, several organizations, such as The
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, pre-
sented their guidelines for evaluating the causality between
genetic variants and human diseases based on known ge-
netic and clinical data sources, and functional studies (4–6).

Datasets from the 1000 Genomes Project (7), National
Institutes of Health Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI) Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) (8), Exome Ag-
gregation Consortium (ExAC) (9,10) and the Genome Ag-
gregation Database (gnomAD) (9) provided large-scale ref-
erence genetic variations for multiple populations, which
are critical for filtering out common variants that are less
likely be disease-causing, allowing to identify rare variants.
Additionally, a variety of in silico algorithms and tools,
such as SIFT (11), PolyPhen2 (12) and MutationTaster (13),
were developed to predict whether missense variants are
damaging to the protein function or structure. To facilitate
the process of querying missense predictions, the dbNSFP
database, which has been widely used in the research com-
munity, was developed by integrating different algorithms
and is constantly being updated (14–16). To date, dbNSFP
v3.0 has integrated more than 20 algorithms (16). Wang
and colleagues developed a functional annotation pipeline
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named ANNOVAR for genetic variant annotation (17). To
further facilitate web-based personal genome annotation,
they also developed a web server called wANNOVAR (18).
Through the command-line tool and web server, users can
effectively analyze genomic variants (19). Furthermore, sev-
eral other variant- and gene-level databases, such as Inter-
Var (20), ClinVar (21), InterPro (22), denovo-db (23), COS-
MIC (24), OMIM (25), Ensembl (26), GenBank (27), The
UCSC Genome Browser (28), UniProt (29), Gene Ontology
(30) and DGIdb (31), were successfully developed to assist
in the interpretation of genetic variants and prioritization
of disease candidate genes.

Despite the great progress of these databases and tools
in genomics and medical genetics, these resources are pre-
sented separately on various online websites, which can-
not simultaneously perform both functional prediction and
its clinical implication. It is also both tedious and time
consuming to obtain first-hand core information regarding
some variants and genes of interest. Therefore, there is a
necessity to develop a convenient database through which
users can retrieve general genetic and clinical knowledge for
given variants in one integrated online database. To address
this need, we developed VarCards, which provides an intu-
itive graphical user interface for querying genetic and clini-
cal data regarding coding variants in the human genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Variant-level data source

Based on definitions of transcripts from RefSeq (32), CCDS
(33), UCSC known Gene (34) and Ensembl Gene (35) with
the reference human genome (CRCh37/hg19), we retrieved
the coding regions and splicing sites (2-base pairs of the
splicing junctions), and artificially generated any possible
single nucleotide variants (SNVs) of these regions. For ex-
ample, for a given genomic position, if the nucleotide was
cytosine (C) in the reference human genome, we artificially
generated three SNVs: cytosine to thymidine (C>T), cy-
tosine to guanine (C>G) and cytosine to adenine (C>A).
In addition, we cataloged all reported insertions and dele-
tions (INDELs) sourced from the general population vari-
ant database gnomAD (9), clinical variations database
(ClinVar) (21), International Cancer Genome Consortium
(ICGC) (36), Catalogue of Somatic Mutations In Cancer
(COSMIC) (24) and de novo mutations database (denovo-
db) (23).

We downloaded the allele frequencies of different popu-
lations from various human genetic variation databases, in-
cluding gnomAD (variants of 15 496 genomes and 123 136
exomes from seven populations worldwide) (9), ExAC (60
706 exomes from seven populations) (9,10), ESP (6503 ex-
omes from European Americans and African Americans)
(8), 1000 Genomes Project (genomic data for 2504 indi-
viduals from five populations) (7), Kaviar genomic vari-
ant database (integrated variants from 35 projects encom-
passing 13 200 genomes and 64 600 exomes) (37), Hap-
lotype Reference Consortium (HRC, 64 976 haplotypes
from individuals with predominantly European ancestry)
(38) and CG69 (69 individuals with complete genomes)
(39). In addition, we extracted variant and related dis-
eases or phenotypes information from InterVar (20), Clin-

Var (21), denovo-db (23), COSMIC (24), ICGC (36) and
GWAS Catalog (40). Furthermore, we obtained predictive
scores and pathogenicity consequences of missense vari-
ants from 23 in silico algorithms or tools, including SIFT
(41,42), PolyPhen2 HDIV (12), PolyPhen2 HVAR (12),
LRT (43), MutationTaster (44), MutationAssessor (45),
FATHMM (46), PROVEAN (47), MetaSVM (48), MetaLR
(48), VEST3 (49), M-CAP (50), CADD (51), GERP++
(52), DANN (53), fathmm-MKL (54), Eigen (55), Geno-
Canyon (56), fitCons (57), PhyloP (58), PhastCons (59),
SiPhy (60) and REVEL (61). In particular, the predicted
damaging scores and functional consequences of the 23 al-
gorithms were sourced from dbNSFP v3.0 database (16).
Finally, some genomic features, such as the protein domain
from InterPro (22) and repeat segment from segmental du-
plication database (62), were also cataloged.

Gene-level data source

Gene-level basic information and functional information
were sourced from UniProt (29), NCBI Gene (63) and
BioSystems (64). The Gene ontology (GO) terms from the
Gene Ontology Consortium, protein domains from Inter-
Pro (22) and protein–protein interactions from InBio Map
(65) were also integrated. We collected the genic intolerance
score of each gene from three studies: (i) the residual varia-
tion intolerance score (RVIS) from Petrovski et al. (66), (ii)
loss-of-function (LoF) intolerance (gene intolerance score
based on loss-of-function variants in 60 706 individuals)
from Fadista et al. (67) and (iii) the heptanucleotide context
intolerance score from Aggarwala et al. (68). In addition,
data for genes associated with different diseases or pheno-
types were curated from Online Mendelian Inheritance in
Man (OMIM) (25), ClinVar (21), Human Phenotype On-
tology (HPO) (69) and MGI (mammalian phenotype from
mouse genome informatics) (70). Furthermore, we collected
gene expression data for various tissues from the genotype-
tissue Expression Project (GTEx) (71) and the protein sub-
cellular map from the Human Protein Atlas (72). To present
an overall view of gene expression levels, the means and
standard deviations across 31 primary tissues and 54 sec-
ondary tissues for each gene were calculated. Protein se-
quences across 21 species were sourced from HomoloGene
at NCBI. Finally, the data for drug–gene interactions and
gene druggability were sourced from the Drug-gene Inter-
action Database (DGIdb) (31) to assist with the precision
medicine.

Combination and annotation

Similar to our previous studies (73–77), we performed the
command line tool, ANNOVAR (17) to annotate all SNVs
and INDELs with respect to variant-level data sources, in-
cluding the following information: (i) functional effects of
variants; (ii) functional prediction of missense mutations by
23 predictive algorithms; (iii) allele frequencies in different
populations; (iv) reported variants in different disease- and
phenotype-related databases; and (v) some other genome
features, such as CytoBand. The gene-level data sources
were integrated into the database by using our in-house
script. LoF variants, including stop-gain, stop-loss, splic-
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ing sites SNVs, and frameshift indels, and deleterious mis-
sense SNVs with an allele frequency of <0.0001 based on
gnomAD (9) were regarded as potential extreme variants.
Deleterious missense SNVs were predicted using a combi-
nation of 23 computational methods.

Database construction

A user-friendly web interface, VarCards (http://159.226.67.
237/sun/varcards/ or http://varcards.biols.ac.cn/), was de-
veloped by combining jQuery with a PHP-based web frame-
work CodeIgniter, supported by versatile browsing and
searching functionalities, as our previous databases and web
servers (73,76–78). Annotation information was stored in
either MySQL database or flat files. Academic users can ac-
cess genetic data or extended analysis results freely through
the web interface with no requirement for the use of a user-
name or password.

De novo mutation (DNM) annotations in a case study

In the current case study, DNMs from 2508 autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) cases and 1911 unaffected siblings
were sourced from the Simons Simplex collection (SSC)
(79,80). VarCards was used to annotate all DNMs, and only
coding and splicing site DNMs were retained for further
analysis. Deleterious missense mutations were predicted by
the combination of REVEL (61) and VEST3 (49). ASD
candidate genes were sourced from ClinVar (21), OMIM
(25) and SFARI Gene (81). The online tool DAVID (82)
was employed to perform functional enrichment analysis.

RESULTS AND WEB INTERFACE

To assess the clinical significance of given variants, such as
DNMs from sporadic families, homozygous variants from
consanguineous families, and cosegregated heterozygous
variants from multigeneration families, various genomic,
genetic and clinical evidences must be systematically evalu-
ated. VarCards provides integrated web interfaces to conve-
niently search, browse and annotate the variant- and gene-
level implications of any given coding variants (Figure 1 and
Table 1). For variant-level implications, users can obtained
first-hand information, including: (i) whether this variant
has been reported to be associated with diseases; (ii) allele
frequencies in different populations; (iii) functional effects
of transcript and protein levels; and (iv) deleteriousness pre-
dicted by various algorithms. In addition, VarCards pro-
vides general gene-level implications, such as basic informa-
tion, genic intolerance, gene function, gene-related diseases,
gene expression and target drug to assist users with priori-
tizing candidate genes.

Variant-level implications

Overall, 110 154 363 SNVs and 1 223 370 INDELs in cod-
ing regions or splicing sites are included in VarCards. Both
general and advanced query interfaces are provided to ac-
cess the detailed annotation data of these variants. Com-
mon search terms, such as genomic position and regions,
gene symbol, and nucleic acid changes in a certain gene or

transcript, are supported to allow users to quickly analyze
variants of interest. Search results return as a page con-
tained a table, which display all variant-level implications
(Figure 2), including (i) functional effects at the protein and
transcript levels in all four gene annotation systems; (ii) the
predicted damaging scores and functional consequences of
missense variants of 23 in silico algorithms; (iii) allele fre-
quencies of different populations in gnomAD (9), ExAC
(10), ESP (8), 1000G (7), Kaviar (37), HRC (38) and CG69
(39); and (iv) disease- and phenotype-related knowledge in
dbSNP (83), ClinVar (21), denovo-db (23), InterVar (20),
COSMIC (24), ICGC (36), GWAS Catalog (40) and Inter-
Pro (22). The search results can be flexibly filtered by several
properties, such as functional effects, damaging scores and
allele frequencies. To meet the needs of different users, Var-
Cards also allows users to perform advanced searches by
pasting a list or uploading a file containing a mass of search
terms with specific formats, including VCF4, ANNOVAR,
genomic coordinates and genomic regions (Figure 2). We
encourage users to specify data sources of interest for ad-
vanced searches. Notably, users can freely export query re-
sults as Excel or CSV files or copy them to the clipboard.

Gene-level implications

For genes containing given variants, VarCards provides
seven specified panels to present gene-level implications
(Figure 3). The ‘Basic information’ panel provides the fol-
lowing information: (i) primary information extracted from
NCBI Gene (63), such as official gene name, synonyms and
chromosomal location; (ii) a brief description of the cellular
function of the protein encoded by the gene sourced from
UniProt (29); and (iii) the genic intolerance score from three
studies (66–68). The ‘Gene function’ panel provides infor-
mation related to the protein entry name, length, subunit
structure and domains, protein–protein interactions, GO
terms and biological pathways. The ‘Phenotype and disease’
panel presents the reported disease-associated variants or
genes from OMIM (25), ClinVar (21), denovo-db (23), MGI
(70) and HPO (69). For the ‘Gene expression’ panel, the ex-
pression levels across 31 primary tissues and 54 secondary
tissues are illustrated using a bar chart. For the ‘Homol-
ogy’ panel, multiple alignments of protein amino acid se-
quences across 21 species are presented to assist the user in
evaluating evolutionarily conserved sites. In addition, quick
links to the interested gene at ENSEMBL (26) and TreeFam
(84) are listed below the panel. Via the ‘Variants in different
populations’ panel, users can inspect the number of vari-
ants with different functional effects and allele frequencies
to preliminary estimate the general mutation rate in differ-
ent populations. For the ‘Drug-gene interaction’ panel, the
drug-gene interactions and gene druggability data sourced
from DGIdb 2.0 (31) are presented in a real-time manner.
Notably, only core information of gene-level implications
is shown in VarCards. Links to external resources with de-
tailed information are provided and can be easily accessed
for academic users.

Browsing and customized annotations

Users can access variant- and gene-level implications via
the browse function in the VarCards database. Moreover,

http://159.226.67.237/sun/varcards/
http://varcards.biols.ac.cn/
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In silico

Figure 1. A general workflow of VarCards. A mass of genomic, genetic and clinical data sources should be systematically evaluated for prioritizing
candidate variants and genes underlying genetic diseases. Various variant-level and gene-level implications have been integrated in VarCards.

Table 1. Summary of integrated data sources in VarCards

Category Data source

Part one: variation-level implication
Allele frequency dbSNP, gnomAD, ExAC, 1000 Genomes, ESP, Kaviar, HRC, CG69
Missense prediction SIFT, PolyPhen2 HDIV, PolyPhen2 HVAR, LRT, MutationTaster, MutationAssessor, FATHMM,

PROVEAN, MetaSVM, MetaLR, VEST, M-CAP, CADD, GERP++, DANN, fathmm-MKL, Eigen,
GenoCanyon, fitCons, PhyloP, PhastCons, SiPhy, REVEL

Disease-related InterVar, ClinVar, denovo-db, COSMIC, ICGC, GWAS Catalog,
Other data RefSeq, InterPro, Segmental duplication

Part two: gene-level implication
Basic information UniProt, HomoloGene, Ensembl, NCBI Gene
Genic intolerance RVIS, LoFtool, heptanucleotide context intolerance score
Gene function UniProt, Gene Ontology, InterPro, InBio Map, BioSystems
Disease-related OMIM, MGI, ClinVar, HPO
Gene expression UniProt, GTEx, The Human Protein Atlas
Target drug DGIdb

dbSNP, single nucleotide polymorphism database; gnomAD, genome aggregation database; ESP, NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project; HRC, haplotype
reference consortium; Kaviar, Kaviar Genomic Variant Database, CG69, allele frequency in 69 human subjects sequenced by Complete Genomics. OMIM,
online mendelian inheritance in man; MGI, mouse genome informatics; COSMIC, catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer; ICGC, international cancer
genome consortium; HPO, human phenotype ontology; GTEx, Genotype-Tissue Expression.

VarCards implements a function for customized annota-
tion by which users can conveniently annotate their variants
in VCF or ANNOVAR formats. For different annotation
needs, users can flexibly specify their data source of interest
and cutoff of extreme variants including functional effects,
allele frequencies and predicted damaging scores from any
of the 23 in silico algorithms. After the variant file is up-
loaded, an annotate job will run in the backend, and when
the job is completed, an email containing a download link
for retrieving the results will be sent to the user.

Case study

DNMs play essential roles in the etiology of ASD, as shown
in our previous studies (73–75). We cataloged 3397 and 2285
DNMs of 2508 ASD cases and 1911 unaffected siblings, re-
spectively, from SSC (79,80) (Figure 4A). After removing
noncoding variants, 2723 exonic DNMs retained in ASD,
including 1114 DNMs that were presented in gnomAD (9)
and 1609 DNMs that were novel variants. Consistent with
previous studies (85), we found that the former category
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Figure 2. Snapshot of variant-level implications in VarCards. There are three approaches to access variant-level implications, including ‘Quick search’,
‘Advanced search’ and ‘Annotate’. As an example, the results of a quick search for the variant ‘SCN2A:c.562C>T’, including functional effects at the
transcript and protein levels, predicted the damaging severity of missense variants, allele frequencies in different populations and information in disease-
related databases.

of DNMs did not show significant differences in patients
with ASD when compared with siblings, whereas the muta-
tion rate of LoF and predicted deleterious missense variants
(i.e. putative functional DNMs) rather than tolerated mis-
sense, synonymous and nonframeshift INDELs (i.e. non-
functional DNMs) of the novel DNM, was significantly
higher than that in the control (P < 0.05, Figure 4B). We
found that 600 (23.92%) patients with ASD harbored func-
tional novel DNMs, 1015 (40.47%) patients harbored non-
functional novel DNMs or other DNMs that presented in
gnomAD, and 893 (35.61%) patients did not harbor any ex-
onic DNMs (Figure 4C).

A previous study estimated that 45% of de novo LoF
mutations and 13% of de novo missense mutations ac-
counted for 9 and 12% of ASD cases, respectively (80). For
the 600 cases with functional DNMs, we then prioritized
their candidate genes based on clinical, genetic and bio-
logical information from VarCards and SFARI Gene (81).
As a result, we found that 126 (21%) cases harbored func-
tional DNMs in strong ASD candidate genes; 114 (19%)
cases harbored functional DNMs in suggested ASD can-

didate genes; 41 (6.83%) cases harbored functional DNMs
in genes associated with other neurodevelopmental disor-
ders; 20 (3.33%) cases harbored functional DNMs in genes
involved in known ASD pathways; and 299 (49.83%) cases
harbored functional DNMs in genes without sufficient ev-
idence supporting their identity as ASD candidate genes
(Figure 4C). In total, 301 of 2508 (12%) ASD cases were
found to have possible ASD risk DNMs and genes, which
was higher than that reported in a previous study (86) in
which de novo LoF mutations in ASD candidate genes ac-
counted for 5% of patients. Finally, we found that candi-
date genes in the 301 cases were enriched in multiple bio-
logical processes in GO and KEGG pathways, including in
utero embryonic development (GO:0001701, adjusted P =
6.5 × 10−4), circadian entrainment (hsa04713, adjusted P =
6.3 × 10−4), dopaminergic synapse (hsa04728, adjusted P =
7.9 × 10−4), glutamatergic synapse (hsa04724, adjusted P =
0.001), covalent chromatin modification (GO:0016569, ad-
justed P = 0.024), and the canonical Wnt signaling pathway
(GO:0060070, adjusted P = 0.032).
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Figure 3. Snapshot of gene-level implications in VarCards. As example, the typical gene-level implications of the SCN2A gene are illustrated, including basic
information, gene functions, associated phenotypes and diseases, gene expression, homology, variants in different population and drug–gene interactions.

DISCUSSION

Analysis of numerous variants detected by NGS technolo-
gies provide us unprecedented opportunities to prioritize
clinically significant variations and genes underlying hu-
man genetic diseases (1). The major challenge is to inter-
pret the close relationships between genotypes and pheno-
types (87). Several scattering distributed genetic, genomic,
and clinical data sources can assist in prioritizing disease-
causing or disease-risk variations. In this study, we retrieved
the most important core information from more than 60
genetic, genomic and clinical data sources and integrated
them into the VarCards database, allowing clinicians, ge-
neticists and biologists to conveniently analyze the first-
hand general variant- and gene-level implications without
having to search various websites or annotate variants by
command line.

Despite of the advance of other available tools, Var-
Cards shows significant differences. The dbNSFP (14–16)

focus on functional effects of non-synonymous SNVs and
their annotations. In addition, dbNSFP is a locally installed
database and therefore doesn’t provide any web interface to
search, browse and annotate genetic variants, which is not
easily accessible. The command-line tools, such as ANNO-
VAR (17) and WGSA (88), and the application program in-
terface MyVariant.info (89), are developed to perform func-
tional annotation of genetic variant. These tools can ana-
lyze mass of variants, but they does not provide any web
interface and their results are not clearly visualized for the
end-users. It is not convenient for researchers without suffi-
cient bioinformatics skills. The web servers, such as wAN-
NOVAR (18,19), VEP tool (90), Phenolyzer (91), wInter-
Var (20) and SeqMule (92) have been developed to analyze
the genomic variants and predict functional consequences.
However, results are reported in tab-delimited, CSV or VCF
formats, which may not be intuitive enough for general clin-
icians, geneticists and biologists. In addition, these tools
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Figure 4. Case study of de novo mutations in ASD. (A) Workflow of data analysis. The LoF and predicted deleterious missense DNMs that had never
been previously observed in the general population (based on gnomAD) and were found to be associated with ASD. These DNMs were identified in 600
ASD cases, accounting for 23.92% of ASD cohorts. We then classified these 600 ASD cases into five classes based on evidence of the associations of DNM-
targeted genes with ASD, other neuropsychiatric disorders, and known disease pathways (see also in panel C). (B) Average number of DNMs classified
by functional effects and their allele frequencies in gnomAD were compared between ASD and sibling. (C) Pie charts illustrating the percentages of ASD
cases that harbored significant functional DNMs, non-functional DNMs, or non-coding DNMs. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

mainly focus on variant-level annotations and the gene-level
information has not been annotated sufficiently in the web
server. Moreover, when we query a small number of variants
using web server, the results cannot be immediate shown be-
cause new submitted jobs usually need to be queued. Com-
pared with these tools or web servers, VarCards not only
provides similar annotation function, but also provides a
more intuitive online interface for researchers without suf-
ficient bioinformatics skills to accessibly obtain the first-
hand genetic, genomic and clinical information of any cod-
ing variants within a short time.

To interpret whether a variant is significantly contributes
to human disease, performing systematic and quantitative
evaluations of positive and negative evidences regarding to
its pathogenicity are urgently needed. There are several is-
sues we would like to emphasize here. First, since the evi-
dence of clinically significant variations from disease- and
phenotype-related databases, such as ClinVar (21), COS-
MIC (24), OMIM (25) and HGMD (93), was mostly pro-
vided by individual studies or manually collected from sci-
entific literature, different criteria and methodological bi-
ases certainly occurred in assessing the pathogenicity of ge-

netic variants. Users should note the possibility of false-
positive data in these data sources when interpreting known
disease-contributing variations and genes (20,94). Second,
VarCards provided prediction scores of 23 in silico algo-
rithms for missense variants, and users should also note
the potential limitations of specificity and sensitivity of
these methods (16). Third, to reduce false-positive results
in the identification of disease candidate genes, we encour-
age users to replicate their findings in more samples, per-
form functional experiment studies and carefully examine
the clinical data of patients. Considering the complex pro-
cesses of genetic testing, VarCards did not directly identify
disease-causing variations, but provided various publically
available data sources containing information on the given
variants. It is expected that some users or groups will be able
to flexibly prioritize candidate variations and genes based
on their own criteria and genetic data according to the needs
of their specific study.

VarCards will be updated continuously to provide the re-
search community an up-to-date resource, not only update
the data sources that we integrated, but also the integrated
more new datasets that may be useful for medical genetics.
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To improve the VarCards database in further updates, we
encourage users to provide feedback with any suggestions
or data sources. In the first phase, VarCards focused on vari-
ants in coding regions and splicing sites, accounting for 85%
of disease-causing variations in Mendelian disorders (2). By
reducing sequencing costs, new high-throughput technolo-
gies and analysis methods give us additional opportunities
to investigate regulatory variants and functional elements
in noncoding regions (95). However, the clinical interpreta-
tion of variants in noncoding regions still remains a major
challenge (96). We plan to update the VarCards database in
the next phase for rapid interpretation of noncoding vari-
ants. In summary, VarCards provides an intuitive interface
of genetic, genomic, and clinical knowledge of coding vari-
ants, accelerating the prioritization of candidate variations
and genes.
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